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ELBA GROUP
ELBA Group employs more than 130 people in its three locations, for a total of
over 12.000 square meters:

ELBA designs and engineers a wide range of automatic
high-speed pouch and bag making machines, with
more than 2.500 active installations worldwide that
cover several markets (food, pet food, groceries, dairy,
chemical, diapers, agricultural, courier and much more).
ELBA is also focused on the medical and pharmaceutical
markets and it offers tailor-made solutions from the
design to the engineering and the ergonomics of the
machine and, in addition, commissioning, training and
after-sales support.

FIBORSIN designs and manufactures netting plants as
well as frames and mechanical components for ELBA; it
uses state-of-the-art equipment to guarantee the utmost
care on each manufactured part.

FAE, Siemens Solution Partner, focuses on hardware and
software engineering, machine control and supervision
systems customized packages (e.g. FIX-D Macs Intellution, INTOUCH - Wonderware, WINCC - Siemens),
HMI and PLC design based on Siemens’ Profibus and
Profinet®, electrical wiring, installation of tools on the
machine, testing and commissioning available worldwide.

ALL THE COMPANIES CONTINUOUSLY WORK TOGETHER TO CREATE A WINNING
SYNERGY TO FACE NEW AND UNPREDICTABLE MARKET DEMANDS.
ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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WHY CHOOSE
ELBA MACHINES
Wide range of solutions

Modules that can be added to the existing machines
to update and upgrade production lines to meet new
customers’ requirements

Tailor-made solutions

Low maintenance

SLA (Service Level Agreement) within 8 working hours

Reliable and profitable investment

ELBA R&D DEPARTMENT IS ALWAYS FOCUSED ON STUDYING AND EVALUATING
NEW SOLUTIONS SIDE BY SIDE WITH CUSTOMERS, TO EMPHASIZE ITS
PHILOSOPHY TO BE A PARTNER, NOT SIMPLY A SUPPLIER.
04
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SUSTAINABILITY
For ELBA Group the protection of
the environment is a key point in the
management of its business. Minimization
of the impact of production processes,
through prevention and reduction of
waste, is a commitment that encompasses
every phase: from design to production,
distribution and end-of-life. The goal of
continuous improvement in environmental
performances is a fully integrated part of
the Group’s industrial strategy.
For
ELBA
Group
environmental
management means developing and
implementing methods and practices
around the world, to achieve a steady
and continuous reduction in the impact
of production processes. FIBORSIN and
FAE produce green energy by means of
photovoltaic system.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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OUR HISTORY
1956
Foundation of ELBA
(Elettromeccanica Luoni Busto Arsizio)

by the Luoni brothers.
The core business was originally
focused on the production of electrical
equipment.

1976
FIBORSIN (the third company of
ELBA Group) begins manufacturing
extruders for the production
of plastic nets and reclosable
systems (zippers).

1998
Fama is incorporated into ELBA
Group. The company dedicates to the

1964
New dedicated mechanical
department focuses on the
production of high-speed sealing
machines for thermoplastic
materials.

1978
Elba concentrates on the
manufacturing machines for the
production of bags and FAE, the
newly formed company, manages
the production of electrical
equipment.

production of vacuum pouch making
machines.

2000
ELBA develops new solutions for highspeed machines dedicated to the
production of various types of PE and
PP T-Shirt bags, bags with wicket
collection, diaper bags, open mouth
bags.
06

ELBA first production site
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2010
SA-M machines for the
production of a wide range of
high-quality medical pouches
(chevron, header bags, patch pouches,
flat rolls, etc.).

2016
Latest evolution of the SA-U
machine, dedicated to the
production of a wide range of
bags, that guarantees its complete
customization.

2013
New version of SA-V machines
for the production of pre-made
pouches (stand-up, Doypack®, side
gusset bags, center seal bags, etc.).

2018
Latest evolution of the SA-W
machine, dedicated to the
production of a wide range of
wicket bags.

ELBA SAV 20
machine in 2000

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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ELBA
ELBA S.p.A., with more than 60 years of experience worldwide, designs and
manufactures automatic high-speed pouch and bag making machines. The
company employs about 60 people in its facility and offices. The internal sales
team is responsible for the worldwide market, directly or through an extensive
network of agents who are always in contact with customers and prospects.
This connection is necessary to promote ELBA philosophy: the machines can
be customized, according to the specific needs of the customers, thus offering
them tailor-made solutions.
The R&D department is always in contact with customers, from the first inquiry to
the final acceptance test, checking that all their production needs are satisfied
by ELBA machines.
The skilled staff of the production department assemble each machine, thereby
guaranteeing a constant quality control and the capability to test new solutions
on site.
The service department offers SLA within 8 working hours, both remotely
(thanks to a Siemens connection system installed on each machine) and at
customers’ site.
The staff that work in management, accounting, purchasing and shipping
departments complete the ELBA Group structure.
Thanks to the sister companies, FIBORSIN and FAE, 80% of the machine parts
are produced in ELBA facilities, thereby assuring high-quality controls during
the whole process and the utmost attention to the smallest details.
Thanks to huge investments in R&D and to manufacturing and technological
capacities, ELBA can develop advanced and patented solutions, serving the
market in an innovative and efficient way. Attention to the end product and
high accuracy are the keystones of ELBA strategy, together with the perfect
combination between high technological and manufacturing capacities,
characteristics of “Made in Italy”.
08
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SA-V

Automatic pouch making machine
The SA-V high-speed pre-made pouch making machine has been designed and
engineered to be flexible, technologically advanced, easy to use and capable of
producing a wide range of high-quality products.
The SA-V machine is fully equipped with Siemens components and it is entirely
controlled by a state-of-the-art HMI based on Bus Profinet®, that offers decisive
advantages in terms of:
flexibility: it allows manufacturing fully customized machines
efficiency: thanks to the total integration of all components and accessories
performance: it leads to increased productivity with ease
safety: it ensures the highest visibility of the remotely connected components
during the assistance phase
Moreover, the energy recovering, implemented on all the drives, guarantees saving
up to 20% of the total consumption of energy.
Thanks to the high quality of the components and the ease of use for the final user,
the SA-V machine is characterized by reduced set-up/start-up/maintenance times
and payback period.
As each station is independent, servo driven and installed on a modular base, the
SA-V design allows the machine to be customized, according to different production
requirements; the machine configuration can be upgraded at any time, to face new
unpredictable market demands.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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The SA-V is offered in four different sealing widths: 650 mm (25.6”), 950 mm (37.4”),
1250 mm (49.2”) and 1550 mm (61”). The following products can be manufactured
(according to the chosen configuration):
2 side seal pouches on one or two independent lanes, with and without zipper
3 side seal pouches starting from one folded roll on one or more lanes, with and
without zipper
3 side seal pouches starting from two independent rolls on one or more lanes,
with and without zipper (max. 2 lanes with zipper)
Stand-up/Doypack® pouches with folded bottom from one single roll, on one or
two lanes, with and without zipper
Stand-up/Doypack® with folded bottom from two independent rolls, two
independent lanes, with and without zipper
Doypack® with inserted bottom, on one or more lanes, with and
without zipper
Side gusset bags
Side gusset bags with inserted gussets on one lane
Center seal bags
The SA-V can run with all mono or coextruded
materials with PP or PE sealing base, both printed
and unprinted, thus ensuring high performances
and high-strength seals.
The sealings can be made
in different steps, in order
to guarantee higher quality
and mechanical resistance
(avoiding material stress due
to the sealing itself).
A wide range of accessories
and tools (coffee valve applicator, slider applicator,
easy open tools, etc.)
is available to meet
different customers’
needs and to be
promoted in
different markets.
10
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SA-V/TVB

High barrier shrink bag making machine
The SA-V/TVB machine has been designed and engineered to produce high barrier
shrink bags, technologically advanced and easy to use.
The SA-V/TVB can easily produce straight bottom sealed bags, curved bottom
sealed bags, side sealed bags and bullet shape sealed bags, and it has been
designed with the aim of reducing and facilitating the changeover time.
The machine is fully equipped with Siemens components and it is entirely controlled by
a state-of-the-art HMI based on Profinet®, one of the most advanced communication
protocols, that allows controlling each of the installed stations/tools independently and
in real time. The SA-V/TVB has been
engineered with independent and
plug & play stations that enable
the machine to offer customized
solutions, according to different
production requirements; the
machine configuration can be
upgraded at any time, to
face new unpredictable
market demands.
Bags can be collected both
stacked or taped, to increase
machine flexibility.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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ELBA is always focused on its customers’ needs and, as energy costs are expensive
variables for all the manufacturers, the SA-V/TVB has been engineered with
dedicated components that allow recovering the kinetic energy.
Thanks to the high quality of the components and the ease of use for the final user,
the SA-V/TVB machine is characterized by reduced set-up/start-up/maintenance
times and payback period.
The above-mentioned features make the SA-V/TVB a reliable long-term
investment. The machine is offered in two different sealing widths: 650 mm (25.6”)
and 950 mm (37.4”).

SA-U

Universal machine for the production of a
wide range of bags
The SA-U is considered a universal bag making machine, as it can be fully
customized to be capable of producing a wide range of bags, from simple
bottom/side sealed bags to gusseted bags, boutique bags, STEB, courier
bags, heavy duty bags and much more.
The modular design of the SA-U machine allows offering tailor-made
solutions to the customers, with a wide range of accessories, like string
zipper insertion system, flexi loop or patch handle system, wave top cutting
unit, rigid handle (just to list some of them). Some of these features, like
the flexi loop and the patch handle stations, can be installed on the same
machine, thus giving the customers the possibility of manufacturing different
types of bags.
Each station is independent, fully servo driven and plug & play and the machine
configuration can be upgraded at any time, to face new unpredictable market
demands.
The SA-U machine is equipped with the latest version of Siemens components
and a state-of-the-art HMI (based on Siemens Profinet®), that allows the
12
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machine to be easily set, to save thousands of different recipes and to
simultaneously monitor each component of the machine, with a complete
control of the sealing process.
In order to meet different customers’ needs, the SA-U machine is offered in
three sealing widths: 650 mm (25.6”), 950 mm (37.4”) and 1250 mm (49.2”).
Easy operation, fast set-up time, reduced scraps and low/easy maintenance
complete the characteristics of the SA-U machine and make it a profitable
and reliable investment with a short payback period. Moreover, the SA-U
machine is equipped with a remote assistance protocol, in order to support
customers in case of new machine setup or troubleshooting.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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SA-W

Wicket machine
The SA-W machine has been designed to produce a wide range of wicket
bags like bottom gusseted bags, bread bags, chicken bags, hygienic bags
and diaper bags (with both cross handle and paramount shape). The machine
design offers the customer a high level of flexibility in terms of both type and
size of bags, in order to maximize the investment with a short payback period.
The SA-W machine is fully equipped with Siemens components and it is
entirely controlled by a state-of-the-art HMI based on Profinet®, one of the
most advanced communication protocols. It controls each of the installed
stations/tools independently and in real time and, consequently, the whole
production process. Each station is independent, servo driven
and plug & play.
As setup and changeover time are critical, the
SA-W machine has been designed to guarantee
a short and easy job change.
The machine easy accessibility for
setup and maintenance is
ensured by the new
frame design, too.
In
order
to
meet
different
customers’ needs,
the SA-W is offered
in three sealing
widths: 650 mm
(25.6”), 950 mm
(37.4”), and 1250
mm (49.2”).

14
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SA-M

Automatic medical pouch making machine
The SA-M machines have been designed and engineered to produce high tech
pre-made pouches, bags and flat rolls for the medical and pharmaceutical
markets. The SA-M machines are flexible, technologically advanced, easy to use,
and capable of producing a wide range of high-quality products.
The SA-M machines are fully equipped with Siemens components and they are
entirely controlled by a state-of-the-art HMI based on Profinet®, one of the most
advanced communication protocols. It controls each of the installed stations/
tools independently and in real time and, consequently, the whole production
process. Each station is independent, servo driven and plug & play. The SA-M
design allows customizing the machines, according to different production
requirements; the configuration of the machines can be upgraded at any time,
to face new unpredictable market demands. Moreover, the above-mentioned
technology together with the innovative graphic interface enable the SA-M
machines to offer different production cycles and a wide range of accessories
dedicated to the process control:
Vision system
Fully customized data collection systems
Automatic stations and tool positioning systems
Thanks to the high quality of the components, manufactured by the sister
companies of ELBA, and the ease of use for the final user, the SA-M machines
are characterized by reduced set-up/start-up/maintenance times and payback
period. All the SA-M machines can run with medical grade paper, coated and
uncoated Tyvek®, PET/PE, PA/PE, ALU, PET/PP or coextruded materials, both
printed and unprinted, thus ensuring high performances and high reliable seals.
A wide range of options is available to meet different customers’ needs and to
offer them tailor-made solutions.

PLC
VALIDATION
SYSTEM
available

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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SA-M CH + RW
The SA-M CH machine, with its patented chevron sealing station, is offered
in two different sealing widths: 650 mm (25.6”) and 950 mm (37.4”), thereby
guaranteeing the production of any of the following products (according
to the configuration):
Three side seal pouches
Chevron pouches
Gusseted chevron pouches
Self-sealing pouches
Flat rolls
Gusseted rolls
PLC
VALIDATION
SYSTEM
available

The new, innovative and patented
concept of the chevron sealing
station allows controlling the
sealing pressure in a better and
more accurate way; this results
in a constant and uniform force
on the sealing area. All the
adjustments are automatically
made “just in time” by the control
system, thus avoiding any manual
setting.
16
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SA-M HB
The SA-M HB machine is offered in two different sealing widths, 950 mm (37.4”)
and 1250 mm (49.2”), thereby guaranteeing the production of any of the following
products (according to the chosen configuration):
Header bags with both coated and uncoated Tyvek®
Header bags with both coated and uncoated Tyvek® and reinforcement
Breathable window header bags
Patch bags
In order to ensure a precise and high-quality sealing, each station is independently
servo driven and controlled by state-of-the-art load cells, to constantly verify the
sealing force and to guarantee a complete validation process.
ELBA is always focused on changeover time and, in order to drastically shorten it,
the SA-M HB has been developed with a tool-less system that, together with some
optional automations, makes the machine really profitable and characterized by
a short payback period.
PLC
VALIDATION
SYSTEM
available

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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FIBORSIN manufactures extruders for the production of plastic nets and
reclosable systems (zippers).
The lines can run with a variety of plastic granulates, such as LDPE, HDPE, EVA,
PP, etc., and the resulting products can be used in different market sectors: agrifood packaging, building construction, geotextile, and more.
The FIBORSIN philosophy allows customizing the lines, according to different
production needs.
Furthermore, all frames and components of ELBA pouch and bag making
machines are manufactured in the Fiborsin factory, that measures about 6.000
square meters.

18
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IRS equipment
The IRS line produces extruded stretched and unstretched nets in LDPE, MDPE,
HDPE, PP, PBT, EVA which can be used for food products packaging and industrial
articles, or for other uses such as water, air and oil filtration.
The line modular design allows producing different types of nets, such as stretched
nets wound on spiral-crossed rolls and unstretched nets, tubular or open-flat by
means of a proper cutting device, wound on rolls.
Moreover, it is possible to put the STC equipment in-line, in order to produce
stabilized, cut and bottom sewn sacks with a maximum capacity of 50 Kg.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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IRB equipment
The IRB line produces LDPE, MDPE, HDPE, PP, PBT, EVA unstretched nets
with 130 mm and 350 mm diameter range. The nets produced can be used for
packaging, for air/oil/water filters or for general industrial articles.
The extruding unit has an operating screw designed and produced in relation to
its diameter. The bi-directional rotating head is equipped with interchangeable
dies of different dimensions and number of slots, according to the needs of the
customers. Thanks to this solution, the line can produce nets of 2 or 3 threads; the
nets of 3 threads are composed of two diagonal threads and one vertical thread,
thereby giving the possibility to obtain bands for the application of handles.

20
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IC equipment
The IC line produces profiles, bands and zippers in PE, LLDPE, EVA and PP to
hermetically reclose the bags. The line is composed of plasticator, screen changer,
main control unit, wiring head, cooling tank, draft calender, coupling calender and,
on request, automatic master batch and winder.

Laminetto equipment
The line produces perforated tubular film in LDPE and LLDPE, mainly used to
cover crates of fruit and to form sacks and bags used to pack fruit and vegetables.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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SF1 equipment
The SF1 line seals in continuous net bands with film bands and it is composed of
a net unwind stand with cutting device, film unwind stand with cutting devices and
compensators, three independent deviators to correctly place the bands, air blow
sealing group with four sealers and winder type AS.

22
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IRR equipment
The IRR/IRRL line has been designed and manufactured to meet the productivity
requirements of Geonet, mainly made of HDPE-MDPE, that can be laminated inline with nonwoven tissue, on one or two sides; it can extrude and manufacture
open netting as large as 4.5 meters and laminated geocomposite material as
large as 4.7 meters.
There are many applications for this kind of netting and the most common are:
fencing, barriers against sea erosion, containment barriers and protection
against landslides and landslips and, if duly laminated, underpinning of landfills
for waste or for geological applications in general.

ELBA Group / elbagroup.it
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T E C HN I CA L
FE A S I B I LI T Y
STUDIES

At FAE, flexibility allows us to adapt
productivity to market needs and
to meet customers’ needs with
innovative customized solutions and
advanced technologies in industrial
automation.

AT FAE WE OPERATE IN THE FOLLOWING

Food
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Plastics

Rubber
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Converting
and printing

Wrapping and
packaging
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CO NTROL PANEL
MANU FACTU RING

INS TALL ATI O N ,
C OMMISSI O N I N G
& C U STO M ER
CA R E

Thanks to our internal R&D
department, to the synergy between
the affiliates of the group and to the
Lean Production, FAE offers itself
as the strategic partner able to
guarantee a continuous, trustworthy
and quick support.

MAIN APPLICATION FIELDS

Steelmaking

Metalworking

Pharmaceutical
and medical
applications

Mechanics
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Refrigeration
and cooling
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ELBA GROUP
machines worldwide

Antilles - Albania - Algeria - Argentina - Australia - Austria - Bahrain - Belgium - Brazil - Canada - Chile
- Colombia - Croatia - Czech Republic - Dominican Republic - Egypt - Finland - France - French Antilles
- Germany - Greece - Hungary - Ireland - Italy - Japan - Latvia - Lithuania - Lebanon - Malaysia - Mexico -

ELBA’S PHILOSOPHY IS TO HAVE A GLOBAL VISION OF

Morocco - New Zealand - Peru - Poland - Portugal - Qatar - Romania - Russia - Saudi Arabia - Singapore
- Slovenia - Spain - South Africa - Syria - Switzerland - Thailand - Trinidad & Tobago - Tunisia - Turkey Ukraine - United Arab Emirates - United States - Venezuela - Yemen - Iran

THE MARKET,WHILE ACTING LIKE A LOCAL PARTNER.

Via Canova, 22 - 20020 MAGNAGO (MI) - Italy
Tel. +39 0331.305570 - Fax +39 0331.659820
sales @ elba-spa.it - www.elba-spa.it
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